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Do’s and Don’ts of Freezer Cooking 
DO’S 

Do double or triple your recipes to have extra to freeze 

Do label and date foiled items with cooking times using a sharpie pen 

Do use cooking spray on the foil if your casserole has cheese on top and it touches the foil 

Do add extra cooking time on baked items (approximately 10-15 minutes) to the original cooking time 

on the recipe-write this time on your foil. 

Do add this item to a freezer inventory as soon as you put it in the freezer 

Do use a meal planner to plan your freezer foods in your menu 

Do cross off the item on your freezer inventory when you remove it from your freezer 

Do thaw foods for 24 hours in your refrigerator  

Do use a thawing box (plastic shoe box) for bagged foods in your refrigerator 

Do thaw dense casseroles, such as lasagna, baked spaghetti or other pastas for 48 hours to prevent cold 

spots in your food. 

Do relax when you can have a fuss-free meal on a hectic night or you give one away to someone in need. 

 

DON’TS 

Do not put Pyrex or glass dishes directly in your oven—it will break.  Allow it to come to refrigerator or 

room temperature prior to baking. 

Do not ignore an item with punctured foil. Re-foil it right away. 

Do not allow casseroles to stack on top of each other without a cooling rack or lightweight chopping 

board in between while freezing solid (you may remove these later) 

Do not freeze casseroles at an angle (freeze lying flat)  

Do not believe your item can go directly in the freezer. It can! It will take significantly longer without 

prior thawing, usually 30 to 45 minutes additional cooking time, depending on the density. 

Do not always cook casseroles based upon time. Go by the appearance of the finished product. Your 

goal is hot and bubbly which may take longer. 

Do not be afraid to remove the foil the last few minutes of cooking. Slightly browned cheese is appealing 

to some palettes. 

Don’t get overwhelmed and bite off more than you can chew in one cooking day. 


